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Exam Questions 200-155
DCICT Introducing Cisco Data Center Technologies
NEW QUESTION 1
Which two descriptions of a Cisco UCS I/O Module are true?
A. connects a fabric interconnect to a blade server
B. provides centralized log management
C. connects a fabric interconnect and a Layer 3 switch
D. extends the fabric access layer to a server
E. connects a Cisco UCS server to a WAN optimizer

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 2
Which profile is defined by multiple tiers of applications and the policies that determine the communication between those applications?
A. application consistency profile
B. application tiering profile
C. application network profile
D. application performance profile

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 3
Refer to the exhibit. A network engineer allocates 12 physical ports to a new VDC. Which command is used to verify VDC port allocation on a Cisco Nexus switch?

A. show vdc port-membership
B. show vdc port-allocation
C. show vdc allocation
D. show vdc membership

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 4
Which two protocols are encapsulated in FCoE? (Choose two.)
A. iSCSI
B. Fibre Channel
C. CIFS
D. DNSF
E. SCSI

Answer: BE

NEW QUESTION 5
Refer to the exhibit.
An engineer is presented with a VMWare ESX cluster consisting of two VMWare ESX hosts running Nexus 1000v. The guest system inventory consists of 100 static virtual desktops. What change will permit all 100 guests to be online at the same time?

A. increase the subnet size for VLAN 10 on the 4500x core
B. increase the max-ports setting for the VLAN 10
C. increase the global max-ports setting m the Nexus 1000v
D. increase the max-ports setting for both VLAN 10 and 20

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 6
What is an advantage of cloud computing?

A. minimal downtime
B. limited control
C. vendor lock-in
D. cast savings

Answer: D

Explanation:
Reference:

NEW QUESTION 7
An engineer wants to restore a Cisco Nexus 1 000v switch to factory default settings Which two commands accomplish this action? (Choose br a.)

A. write erase running-config
B. reboot
C. write erase boot
D. reload
E. copy running-config startup-config

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 8
Which Cisco Nexus 1000V component is the equivalent of a line card on a standard Cisco Nexus switch?

A. Virtual Ethernet Module
B. Virtual Supervisor Module
C. Virtual Service Blade
D. Virtual Security Gateway

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 9
Refer to the exhibit.
Which command on the Cisco Nexus 1000v returns the displayed results?

A. `show module`
B. `show svs neighbor`
C. `show interface brief`
D. `show module vem map`
E. `pingvem status`

**Answer:** A

**NEW QUESTION 10**

Which two parameters can you apply to a user role rule on a Cisco Nexus 7000 Series Switch? (Choose two.)

A. command
B. interface
C. policy
D. feature
E. database

**Answer:** AD

**NEW QUESTION 11**

Refer to the exhibit

Which statement about the configuration is true?

A. The FEX has two uplinks to a single core switch.
B. Link down messages from the FEX are delayed.
C. The FEX is attached to two parent switches.
D. At least two uplinks to the FEX must be active for the FEX to come online.

**Answer:** D
NEW QUESTION 12
Which description of the role of a VEM on a Cisco Nexus 1000V Series Switch is true?

A. It switches the data traffic within the hypervisor.
B. It configures the interfaces.
C. It controls the software of the DVS.
D. It conveys the control and packet VLAN IDs.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 13
DRAG DROP
Drag the Cisco Unified Fabric feature characteristics from the left to the correct technology on the right.

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered

Answer: A

Explanation:

NEW QUESTION 14
FabricPath technology uses which two types of ports? (Choose two.)

A. F Port
B. NL Port
C. E Port
D. edge port
E. core port

Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 15
What are two roles of a hypervisor in a data center? (Choose two.)

A. provides management for physical network devices
B. provides management for physical servers
C. virtualizes bare-metal server resources and provides resources to virtual machines
D. partitions physical servers into multiple virtual machines
E. virtualizes network devices and provides resources to virtual devices

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 16
What are three components of the Cisco ACI fabric? (Choose three.)

A. core switch
B. access switch
C. Cisco DCNM
D. leaf switch
E. spine switch
F. Cisco APIC

Answer: DEF
NEW QUESTION 17
Refer to the exhibit.

A four-link chassis discovery policy is configured in Cisco UCS Manager. Which components are discovered when the chassis components connect to the fabric interconnects?

A. UCS Chassis B and UCS Chassis C
B. UCS Chassis C
C. UCS Chassis B
D. UCS Chassis A, UCS Chassis B, and UCS Chassis C

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 18
Which description of the APIC REST API is true?

A. uses Java to access the Cisco ACI fabric
B. allows administrators to programmatically configure objects
C. uses SNMP for POST and GET
D. allows administrators to retrieve configurations in the CSV format

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 19
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop the vPC components from the left onto the correct descriptions on the right.

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered

Answer: A

Explanation:
Peer gateway = Supports nonstandard layer 2 packet forwarding
Peer link = Used to forward BPDUs to the primary switch
Domain = Encompasses both peer switches
Peer Keepalive = Addresses split brain scenarios
Priority = defines a primary role

NEW QUESTION 20
Which two types of ports can you configure when the port mode of the unified port on a fabric interconnect is set to Ethernet? (Choose two.)

A. Fibre Channel storage
B. appliance u server
C. FEX
D. Fibre Channel monitoring

Answer: A
NEW QUESTION 21
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